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WELCOME TO THE 3RD ECR IRELAND CATEGORY
MANAGEMENT & SHOPPER MARKETING CONFERENCE!

A revolution is taking place in the world of category management
- globally and in Ireland too.

www.ecrireland.ie

For instance, there is greater emphasis than ever
before on;

• Data analysis  

• The path to purchase

• Shopper insights

• Retailer / supplier collaboration

• Digital marketing

• Shopper marketing

• In-store action

• Macro-space planning

Everything is aimed at intercepting the consumer &
shopper's decision making process - grabbing their
attention - influencing their action.

This puts a premium on real insight, correct
interpretation, effective shopper marketing, and
integrated in-store activities.

The "Shopper Insights & In-store Action" Conference
will showcase best practice case studies & the latest
thinking in these areas in the grocery sector in Ireland
& abroad.

As usual, a feature of the Conference will be the
Annual ECR CatMan Awards. The Irish retailers have
entered in force this year and all entrants will present
extraordinary case studies showing how category
management & collaboration have made a difference
and acted as a tonic for sales.  Enormous
achievements in a difficult marketplace.  Each
presentation will show how “shopper insights & in-
store action” have been successfully deployed to
make a considerable difference.

Added prestige is associated with this year’s Awards
as the winner will represent Ireland at the inaugural
ECR Europe Awards in Brussels in May 2013. 

The starting point for all category management
initiatives is data “Analysis & Insight” –an area
demanding increasing resources year-on-year.  Three
leading thought providers in their field will discuss
data, insights & the shopper.  

Using insight to create effective campaigns is the
focus of the “Category Strategy” section where two
suppliers will outline how they have developed a
winning category strategy for today’s marketplace.

Social media, online technologies and mobile devices
are changing the shopping experience: the consumer
is now in control!  Two “Digital” presentations will
explore the crucial role of consumer & shopper
insights in unlocking the new mindset of shoppers
while focusing on how digital communications is
changing retail and how this is currently developing in
the UK.

Companies face a new world order in shopper
marketing too as consumers have evolved following
during the recession. The downturn caused a
profound change in shopping behaviour: motivations,
values and priorities are creating new shifts in the
mechanics of commerce.  The final two presentations
will focus on “The Shopper” and how to succeed
through focusing on shopper behaviour.  

The ECR Ireland Category Management & Shopper
Marketing Conference 2012 presents leading Irish &
international retailers, suppliers & thought providers
showcasing their best practices and anticipating
future trends.

Book your place now at www.ecrireland.ie



8.00 REGISTRATION

ANALYSIS & INSIGHT

8.30 The Global Shopper - Is the savvy shopper the new normal?

Adrian Sanger, Global Head of Shopper, Nielsen

8.55 Using Shopper Insights to Drive Revolutionary, Consumer-Centric Merchandising Decisions 

Damien Camoz, DemandTec Director, Nordics & Nederland, IBM

9.20 Shopper Data and the Accidental Analyst

Clodagh Ashe, Partner, Delphi Analytics

CATEGORY STRATEGY

9.45 From Consumer to Shopper to Retailer: Developing a Category Vision in Chilled Grocery

Rob Mullen, Trade Marketing Controller, Kerry Foods

10.10 Developing a category strategy to deliver growth in tough times

Jonathon Poole, Kleenex Marketing & Jennifer Fielden, Category Development Manager,

Kimberly Clark

10.35 BREAK Sponsored by

11.05 ECR Ireland Category Management Workgroup

Linda Williams, Co-Chair ECR CatMan Workgroup & Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard

ECR IRELAND CATMAN AWARDS 2012

11.30 Listen to your Shopper – the 1-Stop Baby Shop

Sharon Doherty, Baby Buyer, Tesco Ireland and Karen Moody, Shopper Based Design

Manager, P&G

11.55 Taking Category Management to the next level in a franchise model

Paul Corcoran, Range & Space Planning Manager, Musgrave Retail Partners Ireland

12.20 The Ice Cream category... We’ve got it licked!

Barry Carty, Category Manager, BWG Foods

12.45 LUNCH

DIGITAL

13.30 How digital will transform retail in Ireland

Colin Hetherington, MD, ZOO. Digital

13.55 Retail in Evolution

Danielle Pinnington, MD, Shoppercentric

THE SHOPPER

14.20 Building shopper loyalty through targeted in-store activation

Patrick Carey, Customer Marketing Controller – Grocery, Kraft Foods UK

14.45 We’re all a bit crazy: How to capitalise on Shopper irrationality

Ken Hughes, Shopper Behaviouralist, Glacier Consulting

15.15 Announcement of ECR Awards Winner 2012

15.20 CONFERENCE CLOSE

www.ecrireland.ie

PROGRAMME
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CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

FINALISTS FOR ECR CATMAN AWARD 2012

The Ice Cream Category...
We've got it licked!

Barry Carty, Category Manager.

BWG Foods
Impulse Ice Cream is a significant category for
independent retailers, driving footfall and increasing
basket spend… and not only during summer! However,
within the convenience market, the category has been
taking a real licking; struggling to get visibility in
store, confusing consumers and often not offering
great value for money. As a consequence, it has
suffered from double digit decline for the past 3
consecutive years! Our ambition was to stop the rot;
to stock the right range, to improve visibility, to create
clear and consistent price communication and to
return the category to growth.

Listen to your Shopper –
the 1-Stop Baby Shop

Sharon Doherty, Baby Buyer and Karen Moody,
Shopper Based Design Manager.

Tesco Ireland and P&G
The Baby shopping experience in Ireland is very
fragmented, with shoppers being forced to visit a
range of outlets to complete a comprehensive shop.
The category value is being eroded as an increasing
percentage of volume is being sold on promotion.
Shoppers are deal-hunting gondola ends and
shopping aisles less. Sales are in danger of
consolidating into core categories, so limiting the
potential to grow higher value incremental purchases.
Consequently, Tesco Ireland & P&G collaboratively
assessed the opportunity to drive increased
awareness and penetration of these incremental
categories, while continuing to meet the needs of the
value-conscious shopper.

Taking Category Management to the
next level in a franchise model

Paul Corcoran, Range & Space Planning
Manager.

Musgrave Retail Partners Ireland
Category Management as deployed through our
Range Review Process is a key enabler to drive the
commercial performance of the Musgrave Retail
Partners Ireland business and that of our Retail
Partners who operate under the SuperValu and Centra
brands. Our approach to managing range and our way
of working internally and with our suppliers and retail
partners had evolved over a number of years. 

Since 2010 we have operated all merchandising
activity through the applying of our Range Review
process. This Process is an end to end range
management process that best represented latest
market thinking adopted to the franchise model
supermarket, it incorporates three stages; Strategy,
Planning & Execution. This process is designed with
the franchise retailer in mind and striving to serve
SuperValu and Centra formats of varying store sizes
with multiple space breaks.
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The Global Shopper - Is the savvy
shopper the new normal?

Adrian Sanger, Global Head of Shopper

Nielsen
A presentation to cover the key trends in shopper
behaviour, contrasting developed and developing
world patterns. Based on Nielsen data around shopper
attitudes and behaviour, this session will cover case
studies showing how manufacturers and retailers are
responding. Within this Adrian will look at shifting
demography, the shopper in the recession, retail
innovation and the impact on how we shop.

Shopper Data and the
Accidental Analyst

Clodagh Ashe, Partner.

Delphi Analytics
“It is how you work with Data that matters”. Many of
us never set out to be Analysts but have found
ourselves there! Clodagh will give a broad perspective
on what an analyst should be good at; 

• Passion for helping people solve real world
problems

• Knowledge of your business

• Exposure to thinking analytically & problem solving

• Experience using data to solve problems

• Familiarity with spreadsheets & graphing software

• Effective communication skills

• Support of management & colleagues

Using Shopper Insights to Drive
Revolutionary, Consumer-Centric
Merchandising Decisions

Damien Camoz, DemandTec Director, Nordics &
Nederland

IBM
Leading Retailers and Consumer Products companies
are using advanced science and shopper
segmentation to better understand shifts in consumer
demand and connect with individuals and segments
rather than broad markets. By recognizing that each
shopper is unique and responds differently,
revolutionary merchandisers can tailor strategies to
focus on their most valuable shopper segments --
providing differentiation at the shelf and a real path to
category growth. Hear how some of these
organisations are surfacing these insights right at the
point of decision for their pricing, promotion, and
assortment activities.

ANALYSIS & INSIGHT
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CATEGORY STRATEGY
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Developing a category strategy to
deliver growth in tough times

Jonathon Poole, Kleenex Marketing & Jennifer
Fielden, Category Development Manager.

Kimberly Clark
When the category has a high number of cheaper
substitutes and some shoppers feel they can make do
without it, how do you ensure that it remains in the
basket even in these challenging times? Jonathon and
Jennifer will share how Kimberly-Clark have used
category and shopper insights to develop a clear
strategy for growth and provide examples of the
changes implemented from both a brand and
category perspective.

From Consumer to Shopper to
Retailer: Developing a Category
Vision in Chilled Grocery

Rob Mullen, Trade Marketing Controller.

Kerry Foods
The chilled aisle has traditionally been viewed as a
somewhat cold and uninspiring environment for
shoppers to buy from in-store. Rob will illustrate how,
through combining excellent consumer and
groundbreaking shopper research, the supplier can
win valuable engagement with the retailer and
ultimately with the shopper in-store, with the
objective of growing category sales. The presentation
will focus on the merits of taking the category vision
big idea from well executed consumer research,
through to testing the idea with shoppers in a
simulated store environment. In addition, some tips on
engaging the retailer for presenting a category vision
will be laid out so that the path to in-store execution
becomes a smoother journey.

ECR Ireland Category Management
Workgroup

Linda Williams, Head of Customer Development,
Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard & Co-Chair ECR
Ireland CatMan Workgroup.

CatMan Workgroup
Linda will present the findings from the first Annual
ECR Ireland Category Management & Shopper
Marketing Benchmark Survey.  The purpose of the
survey is to benchmark the use of category
management & shopper marketing in Ireland including
the rate of adoption of traditional principles & latest
trends.  This benchmark will provide tangible insights
for a company's (manufacturer and retailer) senior
leadership and Category Management heads on how
others in the industry are addressing and approaching
this key business initiative to drive a competitive
advantage and deliver business results.

In addition, Linda & Declan Carolan (General Manager,
ECR Ireland) will review the ECR CatMan Workgroup
activities during 2012 including

• ECR Template for a Category Review

• Data Sources in Ireland

• Planogram Execution Best Practice Group

• How to measure Return-on-Investment of CatMan
Depts.

• ECR Consumer & Shopper Journey Training

• Macro Space Planning Best Practice & Training
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Building shopper loyalty through
targeted in-store activation

Patrick Carey, Customer Marketing Controller –
Grocery.

Kraft Foods UK
If you really want shoppers to change their behaviour
in-store then you need to try and do some very
different things. The presentation will to go through
two case studies which highlight how we at Kraft
foods have strived to do that by specifically building
loyalty with shoppers through in-store activation on
two of our most well-known brands.

We're all a bit crazy: How to
capitalise on Shopper irrationality

Ken Hughes, Shopper Behaviouralist.

Glacier Consulting
Shoppers do not always make decisions along rational
lines. The assumption of many brand owners and
retailers is that shoppers will act with certain
predictable parameters. They are often wrong. How
then can we predict this shopper irrationality and
capitalise on it? Ken will introduce the field of
behavioural economics and apply it to shopper
marketing. Consumer irrationality and how it
manifests itself in everyday shopping decisions will be
outlined & illustrated. Academic theories and
experiments will be presented and applied to the Irish
FMCG industry, illustrating the growth that can be
achieved by understanding the irrational shopper.

““
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How digital will transform retail
in Ireland

Colin Hetherington, MD.

ZOO. Digital
Digital communications is changing retail. In his
presentation Colin will share his thoughts and
examples of how digital is changing the way
consumers shop both offline and online in three areas:

• Consumers have never been as empowered before
when it comes to finding the best value, sharing
their experiences (good and bad) and influencing
their peers’ purchases. 

• Emerging digital retail business models are allowing
retailers to innovate and change the way people
shop. 

• From the very moment a person starts their search
for a product right up until they are at the till digital
technologies can influence their purchase decision.

Retail in Evolution

Danielle Pinnington, MD.

Shoppercentric
Danielle will explore the shopper perspective of the
multi-channel evolution taking place in retail, based on
research among UK shoppers. The UK multi-channel
market is more developed than the Irish equivalent to
date – an insight into its evolution will be
advantageous as we consider how the Irish market will
develop. In particular, Danielle will consider;

• How is the classic purchase journey changing?

• What role can e-commerce, s-commerce and
m-commerce play in meeting shoppers needs?

• And how do bricks & mortar fit into this
brave new world?

”
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Tesco Ireland , BWG Foods, Topaz Energy, Gala Retail

Services, Applegreen , Musgrave Retail Partners Ireland,

Superquinn, Maxol, Barry Group, Bradley’s Pharmacy, CSNA,

Boots, Unicare Pharmacy, Uniphar, Sam McCauley Chemists,

Health Express Pharmacy, Grafton Merchanting , JTI,

Beiersdorf Ireland Ltd, Boyne Valley Foods, Mars Ireland,

Bord Bia, Nestle Ireland, Country Crest, United Biscuits,

Pfizer, Green Isle Foods, PepsiCo Ireland, Glanbia Consumer

Foods Ireland, Kelloggs Ireland, GlaxoSmithKline, Dale Farm,

The Irish Times Ltd, Golden Irish, Heineken, CBS Outdoor,

Kepak Convenience Foods, Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard,

Valeo Foods, Procter & Gamble, Ground 4D, Edward Dillon,

Britvic Ireland, Premier Foods, Category Solutions, Dr. Oetker

Ireland, John Player & Sons, MCCP, Unilever, Glacier

Consulting, Cuisine de France, Danone Baby Nutrition,

Innocent Drinks, IHBMA, FMI, Nielsen Merchandising

Services, IT Carlow, Pharbiz, Kraft Foods Ireland, Johnston

Mooney & O'Brien, Kelkin, Country Choice, Garlanna, Largo

Foods, PML Group, McCains Foods, dunnhumby, Kerry

Foods, Xcelerate, Kantar Worldpanel, Tradewins, GS1 Ireland,

Snickers Workwear, Findlater, Keelings, Shamrock Foods,

Retailworx Ltd, J&J, Jacobs Fruitfield, Coca Cola HBC,

Bulmers, Dulux Paints, Richmond Marketing, IGD, Allied

Foods, Stafford Lynch, Danone Ireland, Spirit Executive,

Robert Roberts, Aldata Solution, Connacht Gold,

Groundforce, United Drug, Thomas Archer Ltd, IPU, Delphi

Analytics, BHT Group, Excellence Ltd, Bord na Mona Fuels,

Diageo, Nestle Cereals, Pigsback.com, Empathy Research,

Crown Paints, PS&A, Next Generation, Newspread, Talysis,

Checkout.
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Brand View is the leading international provider of
real-time price and promotion tracking. 

We enable our clients to measure and manage their
price position and communicate this to shoppers. 

Trusted by the biggest names in grocery, health &
beauty, BWS and non-food, Brand View’s easy to use,
powerful analytics give clients an unparalleled insight
into the competitor landscape.

Seamless coverage of online and bricks and mortar
stores – including Australian, European and North
American markets – facilitates immediate
benchmarking of value proposition and promotional
activity against competitors through instant,
integrated insights into when prices change,
promotions begin, and new products are listed.

To find out how Brand View can support your needs,
contact our Client Services Team via
email sales@brandview.com or
by phone: +44 (0)1189 00 1059

For a free 14-day evaluation, Visit
www.brandview.co.uk/freetrial

IBM DemandTec solutions are cloud apps and insights
for more than 500 retailers and consumer products
companies, providing common solutions to transact,
interact, and collaborate on core merchandising and
marketing activities. 

These services enable customers to achieve their
sales volume, revenue, shopper loyalty, and
profitability objectives. Approximately 16,000 retailer
and manufacturer end-users on DemandTec
collaborated on more than five million trade deals to
date. IBM DemandTec solutions and analytical
services utilize a science-based platform to model
and understand consumer behavior. Customers
include leading retailers and consumer products
companies such as Ahold USA, Best Buy, ConAgra
Foods, Delhaize America, General Mills, The Home
Depot, Monoprix, PETCO, Safeway, Sara Lee, Target,
Walmart, and WH Smith.

SPONSORS

PREVIOUS ATTENDEES
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DON’T MISS OUT – BOOK YOUR SEAT

ONLINE http://www.ecrireland.ie

PHONE (01) 2080676

EMAIL declancarolan@ecrireland.ie

Cost ECR members Non ECR members

1  delegate ¤199 ¤249

3 for 4 delegates ¤597 ¤747

Includes refreshments & working lunch – Excludes Vat

Payment Terms

Please note registration cannot be confirmed without payment.

Terms and Conditions: Payment due 14 days from date of invoice. The fee covers attendance at the event, working  lunch and

refreshments. Cancellations and Substitutions: A substitute delegate may be sent at any time for no additional charge.

Cancellations must be received in writing, by email, fax or letter, no later than 14 days prior to the conference for a refund (less

an administration charge of 25% plus VAT). Regrettably, no refunds can be made after that date. Programme Changes: ECR

Ireland reserves the right to make any necessary changes to the advertised programme. The views expressed by the speakers

are not necessarily those held by the organisers, nor is the organiser responsible for these opinions or statements.

Co-Chairs of ECR Ire
land CatMan Workg

roup

– Linda Williams, Iris
h Distillers Pernod R

icard & Jane Ryan, T
opaz Energy


